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Harmony Briggs always knew what she wantedâ€”until she realized she wanted more. The gorgeous
Southern beauty knew that only one man would be able to fulfill her wildest dreams and fantasies,
but unfortunately, he was just out of reachâ€¦Hudson Reed was used to playing by the rules and
sticking to reality. And for the rippling cop, reality meant loving her from afarâ€¦When it comes to
love, sheâ€™ll learn that the heart wants what it wants, and heâ€™ll learn thereâ€™s more to her
than meets the eye in Discovering Harmonyâ€¦**Can be read as a stand-alone**
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Discovering Harmony by Melanie Shawn....Wow, I am so in love with this series, the first two books
were great, but this one was FANTASTIC. Hudson (Superman) is a cop, doesn't get much hotter
then that as a hero. Harmony (Princess) is a beautiful strong female, growing up with all her
brothers. These two are so perfect for each other, you are so engaged in their relationship and
pulling for them to make it. I highly recommend this book and the series, they are amazing. I was
given a complimentary book for an honest review.

What a fantastic sexy funny read! Hud is a tough sexy Alpha cop who has always been interested in
Harmony but has been trying to fight it. He doesn't feel he is what she needs. Harmony is a quick
witted (around everyone except Hud) beautiful woman who is interested in Hud but isn't about to
show it. They both think the other is not interested in the other. Until Harmony commits a crime
trying to rescue a dog & Hud has to oversee her community service. Will the close proximity cause
them to break down & deal with these feelings?What intensity! The descriptive style of the authors
had me picturing each scene. And what pictures their words conjured up! "He folded his arms in
front of his chest and the motion caused his bulging biceps to pull the material of his uniform taut."
Swoon!!! The characters were very well developed & the reader was further entertained with
glimpses of how the characters in the earlier books were doing in their lives. The plot was really
entertaining & had components that weren't expected. I'm not always a fan of the dual point of views
but I really feel that it adds something to the story to know how each character feels. The chemistry
between them is so hot & intense it literally jumps off the page at you!A book you don't want to miss!
Grab a copy & make sure you are comfy before you start since you won't be putting it down until
you finish it!!

Harmony has had eyes for Hudson Reed for as long as she's known, what she didn't know he felt
the same way. One doggy jail breakout and a tap into Hudson's police cruiser winds Harmony doing
community service. Hudson and Harmony end up spending weeks together working on his secret
project. All that work led to built up tension and attraction for the both of them. Harmony comes to
the realization that she sees herself staying in Wishing Well and wanting Hudson by her side
everyday and night. Loved this book about Harmony reminded me of myself with my now husband (
the sassy spunky comments she makes). A little hard to get is good but be careful you might push
and away a good thing or your forever. Cannot wait for another story including Wishing Well or the
Briggs kids :)

Hudson Reed All around great guy and complete alpha male. Total blind spot for the one woman
that stole his heart ages ago. Convinced that they do not have a future together since he wants to
stay in Wishing Well had have a family and she wants to travel.Harmony Briggs goes all wild and
hot for only one man and cant seem to get his attention (or so it seams) for the life of her. Whats a
girl to do?I love how this couple are so crazy for each other. Hud can never seam to say the right
things in the right way. Harmony can't stop wanting more. Very emotional and fun journey for two

awesome people. Loved revisiting Wishing Well and catching up with all my favorite couples.

Discovering Harmony by Melanie Shawn is book 3 of their Wishing Well Texas series. This story
stars Harmony Biggs and Hudson Reed. Harmony is the only girl and the youngest of the nine
Biggs children. With eight big brothers always watching over her, Harmony usually looks outside of
Wishing Well for love. She has crushed on Hudson since high school. She always thought she knew
what she wanted until she spent time with Hudson. Hudson is now a cop on the Wishing Well police
force. He believes in reality and playing by the rules. He has loved Harmony from afar, believing she
needs to leave Wishing Well to fulfill her dreams.This was a beautiful love story that had me
cheering for these two. I was wondering how Harmony would convince Hudson that her priorities
and dreams changed. I was wondering if Hudson would believe that Harmonyâ€™s dreams have
changed and that they now included him. While reading this story I fell in love with Hudson and
especially the way he cared for and treated Harmony with respect, caring, admiration and love.I
enjoyed Discovering Harmony and was pleased with the way Melanie Shawn found a way for
Harmony and Hudson to find their true love and happy ever after. The characters were well written
and complex. The story line was riveting and kept my attention to the very end. I also enjoyed the
way the authors added humor to many of the scenes, which had me laughing out loud. Although this
book is part of a series, it is also be read as a stand-alone. I genuinely enjoyed reading this book
and had trouble putting this book down. I highly recommend this book and am looking forward to
reading the next story in the Wishing Well series.I received a copy of this book in exchange for an
honest review.
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